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2 of 2 review helpful A GOOD BOOK By susan As usual Hope White does a wonderful job bringing her characters to 
life I enjoyed meeting Nicole Alex Quinn and Billy Ms Hope also does an excellent job of showing what PTSD does 
to a person I could actually feel Nicole s panic Scary For me though I think it is way unrealistic that Nicole would get 
so much better after only a few days of being cared about and feeling pr No one s going to hurt you When he finds 
Nicole Harris cowering in a closet mdash a terrified witness to murder mdash Detective Alex Donovan s only priority 
is keeping the beautiful redhead alive But Nicole is harboring a deep dark secret mdash a childhood trauma that stops 
her from counting on anyone Haunted by the violence in his own past Alex knows he shouldn t get personally 
involved but his own feelings blindside him With a killer targeting Nicole About the Author With a degree in 
journalism Hope White started her writing career as a reporter but found she wanted to do more than report the facts 
ndash she wanted to give readers a happy ending Now she s thrilled to be combining mystery adventure and r 
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